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Foreword

By Harlan Watson

There are high expectations there will be a ‘meaningful’ agreement at the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Conference of Parties
meeting in Paris between 30 November and 11 December 2015. The conference will
consider ‘a protocol, another legal instrument or an agreed outcome with legal force
under the Convention applicable to all Parties’ to come into effect and be imple-
mented from 2020.

Patricia Adams argues this will fail primarily due to the long-standing disagree-
ment between developing countries and developed countries ‘over how to allocate
the burden of mitigating climate change’ and the ‘1992 “firewall” that divides the
world into developed and developing countries’. I concur with her assessment and
question whether there can ever be a ‘meaningful’ agreement under the current
UNFCCC regime developed over almost 25 years of negotiations.

The1997KyotoProtocol reinforced this 1992developed–developingcountry ‘fire-
wall’ by setting legally-binding greenhouse gas emission targets for the five-year pe-
riod 2008–2012 for 38 developed countries and the EU, but requiring no developing
country commitments. Thiswas aprimary reason for theUnited States not joining the
Protocol, Canada’s 2012 withdrawal, and Russia, Japan, and New Zealand’s decision
to not participate in a second Kyoto Protocol commitment period.

Muchattentionhas focusedonChina’s IntendedNationallyDeterminedContribu-
tion (INDC) and the issue of whether or not it can be successfully implemented. Some
analyses have criticised its INDC as being ‘business-as-usual’, while others have ques-
tioned the feasibility of its implementation. What is clear, however, from the available
data is that China’s energy and coal consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions will
continue to grow for at least the next decade if China’s economy is tomeet its growth
targets.

What is also clear is that neither China nor the US nor indeed many other parties
will agree to legally-binding INDCs, particularly during this time of global economic
uncertainty and regional turmoil and instability. Rather, therewill likely be agreement
to legally-binding reporting requirements on INDC implementation under the Con-
vention, with the details of those reporting requirements left to be decided in future
meetings. Therewill also bemuch clamour bydeveloping countries about developed
country financing and technology transfer, but expect the lawyers to come forthwith
some soothing language, finessing those concerns.

In summary, PatriciaAdamshasdrawnuponhermore than threedecadesofChina
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expertise to produce a comprehensive, well-researched andwell-documented report
covering amyriad of climate- and energy-related topics, as well as important insights
into China’s motivations for its policies. I recommend it highly.

Harlan Watson
November 2015

Dr. Harlan L. Watson, Adjunct Fellow at the Competitive Enterprise Institute in Washing-
ton DC, was Ambassador and Special Envoy to the UNFCCC and Senior Climate Negotia-
tor and Special Representative at the US Department of State from 2001 to 2009 under
President GeorgeW. Bush.
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Summary

China, the world’s largest emitter of carbon dioxide, is under intense international
pressure to reduce its use of fossil fuels. Although China’s leaders aim to reduce the
country’s fossil-fuel consumption to 80% of its energy mix by 2030, they will not for-
sake national economic growth for the supposed global good. This is because China’s
Communist Party knows that to stay in power – its highest priority – it must maintain
the economic growth rates that have raised the incomes of much of its population
and kept opposition at bay. China’s leaders know that GDP growth is tied to fossil-
fuel use.

China’s government is also under intense domestic pressure to clean up its air
pollution, which has made air unbreathable in many cities and has become a major
flashpoint for political unrest. China’s air pollution is estimated to kill at least half a
million people each year.

In an attempt to induce China to join global efforts to curtail carbon at the up-
coming UN conference in Paris in December, President Obama and others argue that
China’s abysmal air quality will improve if it cuts its carbon dioxide emissions.

The opposite is true. Not only do the goals of reducing carbon emissions and
air pollution not reinforce each other, they conflict. Carbon dioxide is a colourless,
odourless, tasteless gas that does not harm health. Efforts to reduce it rely on un-
proven abatement technologies, and are prohibitively expensive. In contrast, abating
air pollutants such as nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide rely on proven technologies
and are relatively inexpensive.

The West’s climate change establishment is worried that if Beijing focuses ‘nar-
rowly’ on eliminating the air pollutants that worry the general population, China will
entrench cleaner-burning fossil fuels in its economy, costing the West its leverage
over China’s energy policies. Yet the Chinese public is unlikely to tolerate a ‘carbon-
first’ abatement strategy while it continues to breathe noxious air.

The apparent contradiction betweenwhat theWest wants andwhat China’s lead-
ership needs is easily resolved. China’s leadership knows that what China says to the
West is more important than what China does, absolving it of the need to make any
binding commitment to reduce its carbon dioxide emissions. China also knows that
Western leaders’ have no firm expectation of concrete commitments in Paris. Rather,
their paramount goal is tomaintain face at the Paris talks, whichwould collapsewith-
out China’s presence.

China is deftly preparing the stage in Paris to position itself as the ThirdWorld’s de-
fender and also as a recipient of the billions in climate aid that it is demanding from
the West. We can expect more announcements, agreements, and soaring rhetoric
from global politicians at the Paris Conference, along with an agreement to meet
again next year. What we cannot expect are reforms designed to reduce China’s car-
bon emissions.
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1 Introduction

China’s Communist Party faces intense domestic pressure to develop its economy in
order to raise its standard of living. Under normal circumstances, China could accom-
plish this goal by increasing its use of fossil fuels. It also faces intense domestic pres-
sure to eliminate air pollution, which inmany cities has become amajor public health
threat. Ordinarily, it could accomplish this goal by burning those same fossil fuels ef-
ficiently and cleanly, as does the West.

But China’s goals are complicated by intense international pressure to curb its use
of fossil fuels in order to lower its carbon dioxide emissions. Curtailing its use of fos-
sil fuels would slow economic growth and, contrary to popular belief, compromise
China’s desire to reduce air pollution. The goals of economic growth and blue skies
reinforce each other but conflict with the goal of reducing carbon dioxide emissions.

The economic advance of developed countries has been marked by increases in
fossil-fuel use. The developed world – chiefly the United States and European coun-
tries – now insists that China adopt a different, unproven path to economic develop-
ment by curtailing fossil-fuel use. Not only has no country since the Industrial Revo-
lution ever become developed by eschewing fossil fuels, but even those developed
countries that have set explicit carbon dioxide reduction targets for themselves have
generally been unable to meet these while growing their economies.

While theWest’s per capita carbondioxide emissions changed little in thedecades
preceding the great recession of 2007–2009,1 its per-capita emissions of NOx and SOx
pollutants declined markedly (see Figure 1). The developed countries tackled their
air-pollution problems without cutting fossil fuels. Using abatement technologies,
the developed world found economic growth and improved air quality compatible
objectives. But despite decades of effort, no technology has been found that decou-
ples fossil-fuel use and carbondioxide emissions on anythingother than a small scale,
at very high cost. The West is now asking China to accomplish something no West-
ern economy has been able to do – to maintain high rates of economic growth while
simultaneously cutting carbon dioxide emissions.

Many governments in theWest falsely claim that, as a by-product of reducing car-
bon dioxide, China’s air quality will also be improved. As this paper will show, Chi-
nese and Western governments must understand that an aggressive policy geared
towards reducing conventional air contaminants in China would likely undermine ef-
forts to reduce China’s carbon dioxide emissions, and vice versa. Yet it is in the po-
litical interests of all concerned to perpetuate the myth that the goal of reducing air
pollution complements the goal of reducing carbon dioxide.

Chinese and Western observers also must understand that China has made no
binding commitment to curb carbon dioxide emissions, and that a meaningful curb
is unlikely to occur without a painful reduction in its economic growth. This was true
before the dramatic setbacks seen in China’s economy this past summer and it re-
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Figure 1: OECD SOx, NOx, CO2 emissions per capita

Excluding Mexico, Chile, and Israel. All figures in kg per capita. Source: OECD Air and
Climate, 2015

mains so now,when theChinese leadership is focussed above all else on an economic
recovery. Yet it is in the political interests of both camps to perpetuate the pretence
that China has as a priority a reduction in carbondioxide emissions, as appeared to be
the case on 11 November 2014, when the presidents of the United States and China
announced their shared intention to produce a global agreement at the UN Climate
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Conference in Paris in December 2015.2

Theworld’s two largest carbondioxide emitters, who for decades hadbattled over
who was responsible for the planet’s warming and who should stop it, seemed to
have called a truce. But the contradiction between what the West wants and what
China needs belies that truce. Friendly rhetoric can never do more than paper over
this underlying contradiction.

It is of course conceivable that China could dramatically reduce its carbon dioxide
emissions should its economy experience a protracted contraction. For the purpose
of this analysis, we will assume that the Chinese economy becomes stable and that
the Chinese Communist Party’s paramount concern is the pursuit of economic devel-
opment, upon which the continuation of its rule depends. Under these assumptions,
it follows directly that China will not be reducing its carbon dioxide emissions.

2 How China is meeting its short- and long-term
energy needs

China is theworld’s largest user of energy, 90%of it coming from fossil fuels, primarily
coal (66.0%), oil (18.4%) and gas (5.6%). Only 9.8% of China’s energy needs aremet by
non-fossil fuels, most of that – 7.7% – coming from hydroelectricity, long a favourite
among China’s economic planners. Wind (1.1%), nuclear (0.9%) and solar (less than
0.1%) complete the picture.3

Although China’s per capita energy consumption is relatively low – roughly one-
third of American consumption4 – China burns more coal than the rest of the world
combined.5 Moreover,muchof the energyChina consumes is consumed inefficiently.
To produce one unit of GDP, China uses 3.3 times more energy than the US, 5.4 times
more than Japan, and 40% more than India.6 ‘Energy consumption per unit GDP is
very high’, affirmed Li Yizhong, president of the China Federation of Industrial Eco-
nomics. (See Figure 2).7

This inefficiency is caused by heavily subsidised state-owned energy producing
and consuming behemoths, which use outdated technologies and are bereft of in-
centives for competition and innovation. This situation is not only a drag on the
economy but also a major cause of excessive air pollution. For this reason, China’s
leaders, President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang, have called for an energy rev-
olution. They have ‘declared war’ on pollution and, after deeming China’s model of
economic development ‘unbalanced, uncoordinated and unsustainable’, said China
will henceforth ‘accelerate the transformation of the growth model, and make China
an innovative country’, gradually shifting the focus of the economy fromheavy indus-
try to domestic consumption and the service sector.8
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Primary energy consumption in BTU/year per dollar of GDP. Source: US EIA International
Energy Statistics.

In 2014, China’s cabinet, the State Council, unveiled its blueprint Energy Devel-
opment Strategy Action Plan (2014–2020), spelling out that China’s reliance on fossil
fuels will drop from 90% to 85% by 2020, while overall energy consumption will in-
crease by 28%.9 By 2030, it expects fossil fuels’ dominance to drop another 5%, to
around 80%. Meanwhile, the Chinese Academy of Engineering predicts that total en-
ergy consumption will continue its upward march until 2050.10

China’s annual coal consumption is projected to increase by 16.3% by 2020.11

Coming on the heels of a tripling of coal use since 2000, this increase is seen as nec-
essary to maintain China’s economic growth, which China’s leaders have targeted at
7% for 2015, its lowest level in nearly 25 years.12 Coal consumption generally tracks
China’s economic growth, electricity demand, and industrial sector output.

In percentage terms, the State Council calls for coal to fall to 62% of all energy by
2020, oil to fall to 13%, and gas to rise tomore than 10%. The balancewould be taken
up largely by renewables and nuclear, which combined would make up 15% of all
energy by 2020 and, should theUS–China announcement be realised, 20%by 2030.13

Thedominant renewable energy technologywould remainhydroelectric, accounting
for over 7% of supply in 2020 and over 8% in 2030.14

Notwithstanding the proportional shift away from coal and oil, the stated plan
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indicates that coal will remain by far the dominant energy source for China in the
decades ahead. And that assumes the plan encounters no practical roadblocks to
implementation.

Although China’s coal consumption and production last year declined (BP’s Statis-
tical Review estimates growth at 0.1%, while the Chinese government claims it shrank
by almost 3%),15 the International EnergyAgency (IEA) expects China’s coal consump-
tion to continue to grow beyond 2020, but more slowly than in the past, unless eco-
nomic growth ismuch lower than assumed.16 ‘Economic growth in China needsmore
energy than nuclear, gas, oil and renewables can supply’, says the IEA, so China will
be ‘the coal giant formany years in the future’.17 Zhang Yuzhuo, chairman of Shenhua
Group, the country’s largest coal mining company, offered another reason for coal’s
importance:

China’s coal-dominated energymixwill not change for the next twodecades be-
cause increased reliance on imported oil poses a threat to the country’s energy
security.18

Coal represents but one challenge, and a lesser one. ‘The biggest difficulty comes
from reducing the proportion of oil consumption’, Luo Jianhua, Secretary-General of
the Environmental Chamber of the National Federation of Industry and Commerce,
told Beijing’s Economic Observer in late 2014.

By the end of 2013, the proportion was 18.6%, but it will be very hard to reduce
the percentage to 13% by 2020, whichmeans we have to reduce 0.8% each year
in the next seven years. Currently, oil is themain transportation fuel, and China’s
car ownership is on the rise year after year. So how can we achieve this goal by
2020?19

Despite projecting a drop in the percentage of China’s energy that comes from oil,
the State Council calls for a steady increase in domestic oil production by consolidat-
ing old oil fields, developing advanced oil recovery, and speeding up offshore and
deep-water oil development. As of 2014, China was the world’s largest net importer
of petroleumandother liquid fuels and it is expected toovertake theUS as theworld’s
largest oil importer by 2020 and oil consumer by 2030.20

As for natural gas, the State Council says consumption will increase through in-
creased imports,21 accelerated exploration and development of conventional natural
gas reserves, both on and off shore, and by ‘breaking the bottleneck’ in the explo-
ration and development of unconventional natural gas resources, such as shale gas
and coalbed methane.22

To displace some fossil-fuel-generated power, the State Council wants to more
than triple nuclear powerby2020, from the current installed capacity of almost 18GW
to 58 GW.23 By 2030, says Zhou Dadi, vice-president of the China Energy Research
Society, China could boost nuclear capacity to 200GW, and by 2050 to 400–500GW.24

To feed these reactors just until 2020, China will somehow need to secure about 16%
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of global uranium supply. China’s domestic uraniumproduction capacitywould have
to triple in size, and even then would only cover approximately 25% of the country’s
needs.25

China’s renewables expansion would also be daunting, but plausible since Chi-
nese companies are among the world’s largest producers of solar panels and wind
turbines26 and are the world’s largest dam builders.27 Solar capacity would need to
expand sevenfold, andwind capacity two-and-a-half times by 2020.28 Althoughmost
rivers have already been harnessed, hydropower would need to rise by 25%.29

If China’s highly ambitious targets for oil, gas, nuclear and renewables are fully
met, by around 2030 it will depend on fossil fuels for 80% of its total energy require-
ments, down from today’s 90%, while having dramatically increased its greenhouse
gas emissions, which might otherwise then be reaching a peak.

3 How China’s Communist Party responds to
domestic and international pressure

The Communist Party of China is highly sensitive to domestic pressure, which has
the potential to threaten its existence. It is much less concerned about international
pressure. Because of the irrelevance of global carbon dioxide levels to most Chinese
citizens,30 China’s leadership has had fewqualms in fending off international pressure
to contain its emissions at successive UN climate change meetings. Its diplomatic
position has been dictated by its understanding of its needs: China is a developing
country that must increase its per-capita energy use in order to lift its citizens out of
poverty.

This position began to change oncewidespread air pollution emerged as an issue
of public derision and concern in China. Because of pollutants such as nitrogen ox-
ides (NOx)31 and sulfur oxides (SOx)32 – but not carbon dioxide, which is colourless,
odourless, and a natural component of the air33 – Beijing is nowmocked as ‘Greyjing’
and its level of pollution has been dubbed an ‘airpocalypse’.34 The problem is not lim-
ited to Beijing. Most of China’s major cities fail to meet World Health Organization
standards for air safety; pollution sometimes exceeds safe levels by 40 times.35

Chinese citizens have long suspected that the smog isn’t just a ‘fog’, as environ-
mental officials used to claim.36 But it wasn’t until the Internet flourished, and China’s
online citizens, or ‘netizens’,37 could access and share information with each other
that the extent of the problem became clear. A turning point occurred in 2008, when
the US Embassy in Beijing installed a particulate monitor and fed its output into the
Embassy-managed Twitter feed every hour.38

This turning point provides a textbook example of a type of dynamic often at play
between the Communist Party of China and its citizens. Beijing’s netizens leapt at the
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US Embassy particulate data, which confirmed what Beijing residents had suspected
for years: Beijing’s air was dangerously polluted. As a result, Beijing’s Environmental
Protection Bureau got a black eye; although it had the capacity to collect fine partic-
ulate data –measuring 2.5 micrometers in diameter and popularly known as PM2.5 –
it had not published it and had denied the problem.

Unhappy with this exposure, particularly since it led to widespread criticism of
the government on social media, China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs summoned the
US Embassy staff for a diplomatic dressing down, saying the Embassy data was un-
scientific and that publishing it was a violation of China’s internal affairs.39 The US
persisted, arguing that it was obliged to share information with US citizens in Beijing
‘that will assist them to make prudent decisions about their own safety under its “No
Double Standard Policy”.’40 Defeated by this diplomaticmanoeuvre, the Chinese gov-
ernment changed its protocols and also released PM2.5 readings. Soon, private indi-
viduals produced an app showing Beijing residents PM2.5 levels, as provided by Bei-
jing’s Environmental Protection Bureau and the US Embassy, allowing them to take
precautions on heavy pollution days and simultaneously to keep tabs on their gov-
ernment’s transparency.41 US consulates across China and the local environmental
bureaus soon began posting PM2.5 data, too.

Because this index is indirectly a measure of human health risks, the public, and
thus the government, takes it seriously. The state-run ChinaDaily newspaper reports
that the lung cancer rate in the Chinese capital has climbed by 60% over the past
decade even as levels of smoking have fallen.42 Asthma cases have risen 40% in the
past five years, and China’s former healthminister, in a coauthored 2014 report in The
Lancet, concluded that air pollution kills between 350,000 and 500,000 Chinese every
year.43 Several winters of especially bad smog levels provoked Premier Li Keqiang to
‘declare war’ on pollution in 2014.44 As News China put it, ‘the legitimacy of China’s
government has become tied to its ability tomaintain economic growth and improve
living standards’.45 Contamination of the country’s air, but also its water and soil ‘has
shaken this key source of legitimacy and grievances over pollution have become a
major flashpoint for political unrest’.

Domestic and international diplomacy thenmerged in the lead-up to theNovem-
ber 2014 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation meeting in Beijing. According to US ad-
ministration press briefings, the White House decided to stress China’s air pollution
in their negotiations, rather than global climate catastrophes, in the ‘hope the bad air
qualitywill prod thegovernment to finallymake a significant commitment to fight cli-
mate change’.46 To sweeten the pot, the US then offered President Xi the prospect of
foreign technology and funding to help finance the clean-up. The US–China climate
statement was the result.47
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4 How China describes its climate policy

At its heart, China’s climate policy is the ‘energy revolution’ that President Xi touts as
necessary ‘to rein in irrational energy use and control the country’s energy consump-
tion by fully implementing energy-saving policies’.48 Its climate policy has little to do
with external demands to curb carbon dioxide per se, and everything to do with in-
creasing the efficiency at which energy is exploited to further China’s long-standing
desires for economicdevelopment andenergy security. As explainedbyXieZhenhua,
its vice-minister of the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC):

All our policies, measures and actions for addressing climate change are con-
ducive tonational developmentmode transformationand structural adjustment,
thus promoting the quality and efficiency of our economic growth. That is an in-
ternal requirement for the sustainable development of our country. As President
Xi Jinping has said: ‘addressing climate change and implementation of sustain-
able development is not what we are asked to do, but what we really want to do
and we will do well’.49

Part of China’s role – what it says it really wants to do and intends to dowell – is to
organise a Third World lobby to hold the West accountable based on ‘the principles
of equity, common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities’.50

The differentiated responsibilities lay out the respective roles for developed and
developing countries. Developed countries will commit to legally binding ‘absolute
quantified emission reduction below their 1990 levels in accordance with their his-
torical responsibilities and as required by science’.51 In contrast, developing countries
will be subject to no legally binding targets. They merely commit to take ‘enhanced
mitigation actions’ funded by developed countries.

From China’s perspective, the developing countries have already donemore than
their share, through ambitious nationally appropriate mitigation actions. ‘Their fur-
ther actions are dependent on additional finance, technology and capacity-building
support provided by developed countries’.52 These funds must be ‘new, additional,
adequate, predictable and sustained’, starting at ‘$100 billion US per year by 2020 –
with a clear roadmap on scaling up financial support to be elaborated, including spe-
cific targets, timelines and identified sources’. After 2020, the developed countries
should contribute53 ‘at least 1% of their GDP per year’.54

These funds, which would be channelled through a ‘Green Climate Fund’, would
benefit China directly and indirectly: directly because China would receive a devel-
oping country share of the money and indirectly because China would be a major
supplier of green technologies to the other developing countries receiving their own
shares. Under China’s policy of ‘Deepening South–South cooperation’, it is already
donating climate-related products and services such as energy-saving light bulbs, air
conditioners, solar-powered road lamps and solar generation systems, satellite mon-
itoring, agricultural drought-resistant technology, water resources use and manage-
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ment technology, desertification prevention and treatment, and the training of cli-
mate change officials.55 On this basis, NDRC vice-minister Xie Zhenhua stated on the
eve of the December 2014 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Lima, that
‘China has been making great efforts to promote South–South cooperation on cli-
mate change’.56

China repeatedly stresses the West’s responsibility for climate change. After the
Lima Conference of Parties, China’s state news agency Xinhua reiterated that:

. . .attempts to tackle climate change are dogged by the same problem year af-
ter year – the split between developed and developing countries. While devel-
oped countries are historically responsible for decades of carbon dioxide build-
up that has heated up the planet, they argue that virtually all nations must cut
emissions, and there are ongoing disagreements over how much each country
should cut.57

China’s leadership believes it should be applauded for shouldering its share of
the burden in addressing climate change. Not only does China present itself as a vic-
tim of extreme weather58 and of the countless costs of a warming planet, but China
also bears another burden: the Western countries ‘became rich and transferred their
highly polluting sectors to developing countries’.59 To highlight the inequity in the
West’s position, China contrasts the point in the West’s development at which it be-
gan to trade economic for environmental gains with the point at which China first as-
sumed responsibility. ‘China cannot be like developed countries, whose peak carbon
emissions appeared when gross domestic product (GDP) per capita hit $40,000 US’,
said NDRC vice-minister Xie Zhenhua.60 Instead, he said China started to adopt mea-
sures to reduce carbon dioxide emissions when its GDP per capita reached $3,000.

The Chinese government communicates via slogans. Whether it is Premier Li’s
‘war on pollution’ or President Xi’s ‘energy revolution’, slogans represent the Commu-
nist Party’s operating principles. As such, they are both a signal to economic actors
of how to justify their actions and a statement of best intentions that provides cover
when the plan doesn’t work out. China’s Communist Party has realised that the UN
war onglobalwarming can legitimise its goals aswell as extract concessions and cash
from theWestwhile establishingChina as a ‘responsibleworld power’.61 Most of all, as
a centralised, top-downmechanism that conditions investments globally, the UN cli-
mate negotiations speak the languageof theCommunist Party of China andentrench
the Party’s role.62

5 China’s leadership views theWest’s interest in
climate change opportunistically

For threedecades, theChineseCommunist Party leadershiphas soughtWestern tech-
nology to pull its economy into the industrial age. Even though it is now the world’s
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largest economy,63 dubbed ‘the factory to the world’ and able to send a man into
space, China still relies on Western innovation to achieve its overriding goal – the
rapid economic growth needed to maintain the populace at peace and the Chinese
Communist Party in power.

China lacks a robust R&Dsector inpart because its economy isdominatedby some
155,000 state-owned enterprises, in part because obeisance to five-year plans is re-
warded over innovation.64 Lacking homegrown capabilities, China obtains Western
technology by any means necessary, whether copying it through reverse engineer-
ing, stealing it through industrial espionage,65 or negotiating for technology in ex-
change for access to the Chinese market.66 With China’s status as the dominant car-
bon dioxide emitter, it has a new lever with which to bargain for technology.

China is well practised in the exercise of acquiring Western technology. In the
1990s, the China Three Gorges Project Corporation acquired turbine and generator
manufacturing capability from General Electric, Alstom, ABB, Voith Hydro, Kvaerner
and Siemens, to whom it awarded contracts on the condition that they subcontract
with and train state-owned Harbin Electric and Dongfang Electrical machinery com-
panies.67 Through this process, and with ample state subsidies, China has become
the world’s top builder of megadams, having largely pushed out the Western sup-
pliers. China used a similar approach to acquire technology in high-speed rail, air
transportation, and IT.68 The experience was similar in the renewable energy field,
where foreign companies set up shop in China to manufacture wind turbines, sup-
plying 75% of China’s wind market. Then their Chinese state-owned competitors,
aided by cheap capital and free land, started to squeeze them out.69 The govern-
ment slapped a 40–70% local-content requirement onwind turbines and hiked tariffs
on imported components. By 2010, the foreign share of the domestic Chinese wind
market was down to 11%70 and Chinese competitors were flooding the international
market with cheaper systems.

China also wants to achieve prowess as a global nuclear supplier by developing
the next generation of nuclear technologies through acquisitions from the US firm
Westinghouse and the French nuclear giant Areva. To that end, it has obtained from
Westinghouse an agreement to transfer technology to the State Nuclear Power Tech-
nology Corporation.71 With its own nuclear brand, and with intellectual property
rights, China’s goal is to export nuclear technology to Latin America and Asia. It has
already signed a contract with Turkey.72

Nuclear export markets aside, nuclear power satisfies multiple goals for China’s
leaders, most of them symbolic. It satisfies Beijing’s ambitions to develop high-tech
industries, it wins international prestige and, to the extent it displaces coal, it will help
to reduce air pollution. While nuclear power has languished in theWest due to its ex-
pense and public opposition, China’s leaders are prepared to overcome the expense
through subsidies and to overcome the public opposition by citing the need for a re-
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duced carbon footprint73 and, if necessary, crackdowns.74 Worldwideglobalwarming
fears act as an accelerant for China’s hydro dam75 and nuclear exports as well as pro-
viding the rationale for exports of renewables and other decarbonisation technolo-
gies. China has already seized such opportunities through joint ventures between its
state-owned enterprises and skilled foreign manufacturers.

6 Can Chinameet its low-carbon promises?

China has made grand promises about ‘rebalancing’ its economy to be energy-lite,
en route to reaching its stated goals of capping carbon dioxide emissions and meet-
ing 20% of its energy needs with non-fossil fuels by 2030. Many not only believe that
these goals are achievable, they believe that in China, a dictatorship ruled by fiat, the
goals are more easily achievable than in a messy democracy that must pander to dif-
ferent interest groups. This belief is mistaken. China’s Communist Party dictatorship
and top-down economy would be a hindrance rather than a help in meeting these
goals, even assuming China ever expected to meet them.

China’s stated goals are nothing but daunting. According to Scientific American :

Chinawill have to build asmuchwind, solar, nuclear and hydropower in the next
10 years as it has built coal-fired power plants in the last 10 years – as much as
1,000 gigawattsworth of alternatives to coal, also including natural gas, whether
pipelined from Russia or fracked out of the country’s own shale deposits. And
even if that dream is realized, an International EnergyAgencyanalysis76 suggests
such a build out, though possible, is not sufficient to slow rising coal consump-
tion unless China’s economic or electricity use growth also slow significantly.77

According to the US-based Breakthrough Institute, a think tank focused on de-
velopment and the environment, because its economy will continue to grow ‘a deep
transformation of the present fossil energy economy is not on the horizon in China’.78

Breakthrough agrees with others that China’s target of meeting 20% of its energy
needs fromnon-fossil sourcesmerely represents a continuation of current trends and
policies and ‘reflects the naturally slow pace of energy transitions’.79

Not only must a decarbonised future look expensive to the Chinese leadership
but, given its history, it also looks impossible to implement.80 Despite having im-
mense power over the economy and its citizens, the Chinese government knows that
it lacks the legal and governmental structures to implement its major reform plans.
In the language of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, the country lacks the
‘soft technologies’ – among them cultural and institutional values such as property
rights – needed to complement themore easily obtainable ‘hard technologies’.81 The
country’s centralised rule creates perverse incentives that undermine economic effi-
ciency82 and the corrupt, party-controlled judicial systemmakes environmental pro-
tection impossible. According to a 2014 study by Wai-Hang Yee et al. from the Lee
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Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, when ‘adherence to the rule of law as a governance
principle is an exception rather than the rule’ and the law is not highly regarded as
a legitimate source of authority, ‘formal regulations fail to serve as a useful guide for
the regulatees’, who may ‘not believe the regulators intend on enforcing the formal
regulations’.83 The leadership is reduced to rhetoric and issuing blunt measures, such
as token crackdowns on polluters. Evenwhen a clean technology exists, itmay not be
used. As Xu Yuan at Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International
Affairs details, sulfur dioxide scrubbers are installed at a large proportion of Chinese
coal power plants – a larger proportion than in the US – but they often run only dur-
ing inspections by government officials; otherwise they tend to be turned off to save
operating costs.84

China’s central government is good at announcing targets to reduce emissions
– and even installing controls sometimes – but incapable of enforcing them.85 For
years China’s leaders have promised to clean up the air and for years inspectors have
been bribed to ignore infractions. Local officials who are charged with carrying out
central government environmental diktats often cannot comply, being ill-equipped
to meet the ever-growing list of environmental challenges central officials set for
them.86 Sometimes they simply don’t want to. Instead, they welcome polluters, of-
ten job-creating state-owned enterprises who will set up shop in their communities,
bringing bribes, taxes, and revenue from fines with them.87 Air quality understand-
ably worsens.

Lawsuits are also pointless because the judicial systemdelivers Communist Party-
determined verdicts. Unable or unwilling to enact and enforce laws, the government
relies on public relations. With pollution now the number one cause of popular dis-
sent, the Chinese government has introduced a four-tiered air-quality measure to
quell public outrage. At the blue level, all is well; at yellow the situation is acceptable;
at orange and then the red level, factories and power plants must be shut and cars
yanked off the road. Yet, when Beijing’s smog levels went ‘off the charts’ in January of
2014, the code remained at yellow.

‘Why doesn’t the government declare an emergency?’ everyone, including the
state media, asked.88 The government is reluctant to raise the alert level, says Ma
Jun, head of the Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs, becausemeasures that
would shut down the economy simply ‘are not feasible’.89 And if enterprises and
drivers were to ignore high alert levels, as many are likely to do, the government’s
edicts would be exposed for what they are: hot air. China’s air isn’t polluted simply
because the technologies to keep it clean are unavailable but, more fundamentally,
because the country lacks a credible regulatory regime90 that makes polluters pay
and which rewards innovation.
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7 How China positioned itself at Lima (and what to
expect in Paris)

The annual global climate summits that began in 1995 in Berlin have, in recent years,
seen irreconcilable demands by rich and poor countries followed by high-pressure
overtime negotiations, ending in agreement tomeet at a later date. Throughout it all,
China has steadfastly stuck to its guns: it would not be swayed from its path of fossil-
fuel-fired development. That remained true at the 2014 Conference of the Parties in
Lima and it will remain true in Paris when a new treaty to replace the Kyoto Protocol
will be negotiated.

All parties in Paris will ultimately have no choice but to accept this line because
China, as the world’s largest greenhouse gas emitter, is indispensable to the nego-
tiations. Without China’s participation, the global climate apparatus would collapse.
A charitable view of the reason that Western countries will capitulate to China’s de-
mands is that they fear countries would otherwise soon take to exploiting the atmo-
sphere in a Garret-Hardin-style ‘Tragedy of the Commons’. A less charitable view is
that the Western governments need to save face for domestic political purposes: if
the talks unambiguously fail, they will need to explain to their citizenry how they
could be walking away from a threat they had claimed was existential.

Knowing that the West needs ongoing climate talks for political if not environ-
mental reasons, China proffered a fig leaf in its announcement with Obama in the
lead up to Lima: it would recast its own multiyear forecasts as non-binding targets,
saying vaguely that it will work towards flatlining its emissions and securing a larger
percentage of its energy from non-fossil fuels 15 years down the road. In doing so,
China ensured the negotiations would continue, leading to the common view that
the US–China announcement not only furthered Lima but also gave Paris a ‘boost’.91

This diplomatic arrangement, which required no binding concessions fromChina,
let alone a significant change of course, suited both the US and China. The US could
claim a breakthrough, made all the more significant by effusive praise for China’s
stance; China could bask in the role of a green saviour while being immunised from
demands that it make any further concessions. The international pressure is now off
China. Any growth in its emissions – even to a point well beyond the UNFCCC limit
designed to keep global temperatures from rising beyond 2◦C above pre-industrial
levels –will be excused because China recognises that ‘climate change is a real threat’
and accepts some responsibility to quash that threat.92

China understands that what China says is more important to theWest thanwhat
China does. Western governments realised at the UN Conference in Rio 1992 that
the environment had risen to the top of popular concerns and that global warming
was an ideal issue on which to appear green without doing anything: everyone, so
no-one,was toblame for theproblem. Governments couldgrandstand in the interna-
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tional theatre knowing that nothing could bind them to action. President Clinton, for
example, signed the Kyoto Protocol in 1998 knowing it had no chance of ratification:
the US Senate in a 1997 resolution had unanimously voted against Kyoto.93

At the same time, to win accolades and avoid brickbats at home, Western govern-
ments tailored their energy policies to be green and to satisfy special interests while
spreading the costs to all consumers and the economy at large. Since the Copen-
hagen meetings in 2009, the principal goal of Western leaders has not been to reach
an agreement that commits them to serious carbon reductions – they have known
that the political costs of doing so would be too high. Rather, they have striven to
use climate changediscussions to justify their expensive renewable-energyprograms
and, for Europe, their troubled emissions trading scheme. On that, China and the
Western delegations in Paris have much in common. Green policies can be manipu-
lated to suit domestic political ends.94 As the UN’s climate chief, Christiana Figueres
said at Lima, ‘there are no environmental police’.95

At the Paris talks late this year, the venue will change but little else will. Despite
attempts by theWest to level the playing field, themost contentious clash, as always,
will come over how to allocate the burden of mitigating climate change. Unlike the
1997 Kyoto treaty, which required only developed countries to take action to fight cli-
mate change, the Paris agreement is billed as being ‘applicable to all’. The developed
countries want to tear down a 1992 ‘firewall’ that divides the world into developed
and developing countries.

The developing world, China at the helm, will insist that the developed world ac-
cept responsibility – which translates as the cost – for preventing catastrophic global
warming. China argues that the2015agreement shall be ‘applicable to all’ in the same
manner that the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the
Kyoto Protocol was, with its legal form to ‘be determined by the substance as a result
of the negotiations’.96

In China’s 2014 Submission on theAdHocWorkingGroupon theDurban Platform
for Enhanced Action, it insists that any new agreement arrived at in Paris should ‘be
based and built’ on the structure and provisions of the Convention, ‘with developed
country Parties taking the lead in greenhouse gas emission reduction and honouring
their responsibility and obligation in providing technology and finance support to
developing countries’. There is no need ‘to renegotiate, replace, restructure, rewrite
or reinterpret the Convention and its principles, provisions and annexes’.97

China states [emphasis added] that:

The Annexes of the Convention shall continue to be relevant and applicable for
the post-2020 period, as developed countries are responsible for the current and
future concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere because of their
historical, current and future emissions, and developing countries have the right
to equitable development opportunities and sustainable development.98
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In contrast to demanding strict greenhouse gas mitigation measures of devel-
oped countries, the developing countries, of which China counts itself, would bear
no such burden.

China surely knows the chances of extracting from the developed countries $100
billion per year by 2020, followed by 1% of their GDP, are negligible, but it doesn’t
need the concessions to succeeddiplomatically. To the extent that themoneydoesn’t
materialise, China and the rest of the developing world will be excused from decar-
bonising. As a bonus, Chinawill wield clout as a defender of the poor and spokesman
for the developing world.

8 Conclusion: The contradiction between what China
needs and what theWest wants

To stay in power, the Chinese Communist Party believes itmust appease the public by
quickly reducing the country’s deadly smog. To save the planet, the West believes it
must persuade China to contain the country’s carbon dioxide emissions. Both parties
will claim in Paris that the two goals overlap. And they do, to a point. But in practice,
they strategically conflict.

Policies and technologies designed to reduce carbon dioxide face sobering hur-
dles. Some, such as hydro dams and nuclear power stations, have long lead times.
Some, such as carbonmarkets, hydro, solar and wind, have limited success at achiev-
ing carbon dioxide reductions. Others, such as carbon sequestration plants, are en-
tirely unproven or experimental. Even if the Chinese government can bring all its
hoped-for-plans to fruition – something fewobservers believe likely – in all likelihood,
fossil fuel consumption will continue to grow, at least until 2030, when the Chinese
leaders say emissions might flatline.

In contrast to this time-consuming obstacle course to reduce carbon dioxide us-
ing unproven policies and technologies, the route required to combat smog is di-
rect and free of technological unknowns. The abatement technologies are proven
and available, if only China had the wherewithal to employ them. As is well under-
stood in China, the West solved the problem of smog many decades ago through
efficiency improvements, replacing dirty fossil fuels with clean ones, as well as intro-
ducing smokestack scrubbers.

But the West doesn’t want China to tackle its smog without also tackling carbon
dioxide: to the extent that China succeeds in reducing its smog – its overriding envi-
ronmental priority – the West loses its leverage over China.

In a recent paper, MIT Sloan School of Management assistant professor Valerie
Karplus warned that China’s current policies place more emphasis on near-term air
quality improvement than carbon dioxide emissions reduction:
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The urgency with which Beijing is tackling air pollution is certainly positive, and
these efforts will also have concomitant benefits in curtailing carbon dioxide
(carbon dioxide) emissions – to a certain extent. But it would be a mistake to
view the current initiatives on air pollution, which are primarily aimed at scrub-
bing coal related pollutants or reducing coal use, as perfectly aligned with car-
bon reduction.99

They are not, says Karplus, who also heads the MIT–Tsinghua China Energy and
Climate Project. Indeed, ‘air pollution measures, as they are currently being pursued
in China, will quickly discourage further reduction in the absolute level of coal con-
sumption, thereby stalling progress on carbon reduction’.100

The fear, for Karplus and others who have climate change as their priority, is that
Chinese officials, focussing ‘narrowly’ on air quality, will first implement low-cost op-
portunities to reduce coal usage,101 and then choose the relatively inexpensive pol-
lution abatement systems – ‘end-of-pipe’ solutions – to relieve public suffering. For
example, ‘installing a [catalytic scrubber] on a coal-fired power plant in China is rel-
atively inexpensive at about 150 yuan ($25) per kilowatt – which means operating a
coal plant is still cheaper than displacing it with a wind or natural gas power plant’.102

In the following few paragraphs, Karplus describes the conundrum that climate-
change proponents face in tackling carbon dioxide from China.

Buthere is the rub: simply scrubbingend-of-pipeemissionsdoesnext tonothing
to reduce CO2.

Moreover, to the extent that cleanup equipment is applied to (and is powered
by) carbon-intensive energy, it could actually increase CO2 emissions even as
air quality improves. These dynamics make climate change – which lacks the
immediate social and environmental burden that poor air quality imposes – the
tougher and more costly challenge. Indeed, carbon capture and storage would
be the only viable way to ‘scrub’ CO2, but it ranks among themost costly options
for CO2 reduction.103

. . . the co-benefits of air pollution control for climate mitigation end abruptly, as
air pollution mitigation measures lock in continued reliance on a carbon inten-
sive fuel. By contrast, adding carbon capture and storage (CCS), an end-of-pipe
solution to scrubCO2, is estimated to increase the levelised cost104 of generating
power from coal in China by at least 50%, making it prohibitively expensive for
large-scale use at present.105

The strategy to tackle the conundrum, says Professor Karplus, could involve estab-
lishing a national carbondioxide price to changewhatwould otherwise be incentives
to focus on smog.

[T]he introduction of a CO2 price could ensure air pollution control does not
comeat theexpenseof sound, long-termclimate changemanagement. Byputting
early pressure on carbon-intensive energy sources also responsible for air pollu-
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tion, a CO2 price would reduce the extent of end-of-pipe air pollution controls
needed to achieve air quality goals, thereby preventing carbon lock-in.106

But apriceoncarbondioxidewouldonlymarginally changeChina’s emissions and
would conflict with its current development plans.107 Over the last decade China has
been building 16 massive ‘coal bases’ – industrial complexes located near the mine
mouth – in inland provinces. These include large power plants connected to coastal
cities via ultra-high-voltage transmission lines,108 plants to convert coal to liquid and
gaseous fuels, and related facilities such as concrete and chemical plants.109 The liq-
uid and ‘syngas’, will also be transported to China’s big cities to be burned in power
plants, factories and cars. While this would curb smog in China’s principal cities, it
would thwart carbon dioxide reduction efforts.110

According toWilliam Kelly, writing in InsideClimateNews, ‘By anymeasure, China’s
coal base plan is the single largest fossil-fuel development project in the world. So
while more coal bases could mean cleaner air for many urban Chinese, scientists fear
a nightmare scenario for global climate change’.111 Kelly estimates that the coal base
sites112 will double the carbon footprint of the fuel over that of conventional coal and
oil, ‘spelling disaster for earth’s climate’.

Fortune magazine explains that the plan forms ‘the keystone of China’s 21st cen-
tury energy strategy. Simply put, China has plenty of coal but little petroleum’.113 Says
a follow-up Fortune article,114

[Moving coal facilities inland] may well clean up the skies in cities like Beijing,
Shanghai, and Shenzhen, thus reducing rates of respiratory disease and deaths
linked to air pollution. It could also rationalise the coal industry, better match-
ing supply to demand, and reduce China’s imports of foreign oil. What it won’t
do is reduce the country’s overall carbon emissions; in fact, it could drastically
increase them, as more coal gets burned and more carbon-intensive processes
– particularly coal-to-liquids conversion – are expanded.115

‘We are very concerned’ about the coal-base plan, Yang Ailun, a senior associate with
the World Resources Institute who focuses on energy issues in China, told Fortune :

Enforcing tougher air pollution standards along the coast will lead to shutting
down coal plants, and create demand for a lot more gas. The western parts of
China want to supply the gas by turning coal into gas. That process will be very,
very bad for the world.116

Late in 2014, China’s national TV news agency reported that a huge coalfield, con-
taining11.6billion tonnes, hadbeendiscovered innorthwesternXinjiang. Mininghas
already begun.117

‘In light of such policy direction and industry trends, and despite last year’s de-
crease in output and consumption, it is clear that China’s leaders are not planning to
cut domestic coal production. They are simply making it more efficient’, says Hudson
Lockett, writing in China Economic Review.118
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Scientific American also raised the alarm about these coal-to-liquids plants on the
grounds that theywouldworsenglobalwarming. Amidstmountingpressure to clean
up the air, and their balance sheets – seven out of ten coal companies are losing
money – the traditional coal business has turned to the coal conversion business.119

State-owned coal giant Yankuang’s coal-to-liquids plant project leader, Sun Qi-
wen, told ClimateWire, ‘Converting coal into liquid fuels is a must. Maybe it is not a
must for Europe or the United States. But it is a must for China’.120 As Sun explained,
China’s demand for liquid fuels is increasing in line with its growing car ownership.
Although the country is pushing electric vehicles to replace gasoline-powered vehi-
cles, electric vehicles number 83,000, or a mere 0.087% of the country’s 95 million
cars, and even this trivial proportion comes courtesy of billions in subsidies to en-
courage purchasers to go electric. 121 ‘The future of China’s coal-to-liquids sector is
so bright, thanks to this huge market’, Sun said.

Nature, more generally, highlighted the conflict betweenmeeting carbon dioxide
and air pollution goals:

Researchers need to spell out the benefits and trade-offs of separate and joint
air-pollution and climate-change mitigation in terms of public health, ecosys-
tem protection, climate change and costs. A suite of mitigation policies must be
designed and applied on all scales – from cities to the global arena.122

Put another way, tackling smog in a way that also reduces carbon dioxide would
require a new form of large-scale central planning in which major sectors of a 1.4 bil-
lion people economy are reorganised by fiat. The beleaguered Chinese public, need-
less to say, will resist such grand planning exercises for such an abstract goal as re-
ducing carbon dioxide, especially since it will delay relief for the visible and concrete
smog problems that directly affect their health and quality of life.

In short, China’s Communist Party has political, environmental and economic rea-
sons to eschew carbon dioxide reduction, coupled with political and economic rea-
sons to tell the world at Paris that it will nevertheless do its very best – a non-legally-
binding best – amid a flourish of paper-signings and policy pronouncements.
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